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Background:?Wall shear stress (SS) plays an important role in the initiation and proliferation
of coronary atherosclerosis, especially for bifurcations. Stenting in the coronary artery will
cause many different changes in velocity, flow, cross-sectional area, and especially the wall
SS. However, it is still unknown how much wall SS distribution varies with stenting in coronary
bifurcation.
Objective:?The purpose of this study was to investigate the magnitude and distribution of wall
SS after the classical crush stenting for bifurcation lesions.
Methods:?Eleven patients with true coronary bifurcation stenting by the classical crush
technique were included. We studied the difference of wall SS between restenosis and
nonrestenosis groups in these patients. The differences in SS between preprocedure and
postprocedure, as well as between immediately postprocedure and after an 8-month followup, were also analyzed. Diameter stenosis or minimal lumen diameter were measured by
quantitative coronary analysis. The commercial CD STAR-CCM+ was used to calculate the
SS.
Results:?At baseline, the SS in all the segments of all patients was high. The baseline SS of
the restenosis group was 50% lower than the nonrestenosis group. Immediately after
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), the SS in both areas decreased; however, the SS
of the nonrestenosis group decreased to its lowest level possible while the SS of the
restenosis group decreased moderately. Eight months later, the SS of all the segments of the
nonrestenosis group remained persistently low at the same level of right after PCI. In contrary,
the SS in the restenosis group returned to near its baseline level.
Conclusion:?From our study, after a 2-stent crush technique using drug-eluting stents (DES),
the degree of SS reduction appears to predict in-stent restenosis (ISR). A SS decrease to its
lowest level and remaining homogenously low is a prime condition to prevent ISR. A baseline
low SS, which decreases minimally after PCI and recovers to around its baseline level,

appears to be the setting for restenosis. These conditions can be evaluated as predictors of
lesions that may need surveillance angiography and proper IVUS evaluation to prevent future
in-stent restenosis.
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